CP SWG Meeting minutes 04.08.14
UNICEF
Agencies present: CARE, Handicap International, ICCS, ICMC, IMC, INTERSOS, REACH, TDH-Italy, UNICEF and World Relief.
Agenda:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Updates from the national/field working groups and task forces
IYCF and Child Protection, A presentation from JHAS (Moved to next meeting)
Comprehensive Child Focused Assessment in Zaatari and Azraq – REACH and UNICEF
Evaluation of Child Friendly Spaces: Jordan Field Study Report, World Vision International (moved to the next meeting)
AOB
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Agenda item

Discussion

Action point

Field and task force Zaatari
updates
 Joint CP/SGBV SWG work plan was finalized and
endorsed
 Child laobur has been identified as a serious
issue faced by children both inside and outside
the camp
 Agencies are currently following up on safety
audit recommendations with various sectors.



A small group has been formed to
assess gaps, map agencies with
projects aimed at addressing child
labour, and follow up on
recommendations
from
assessments conducted in the camp.



There was a recommendation to link
actors who took part in the safety
audit in Zaatari with the ones
planning on replicating this in Azraq

EJC


No updates

Azraq



There is a plan to conduct a safety audit before
the end of the year in the camp
IMC reported that there is no separate shelter
to accommodate girls and women who are
survivors of SGBV. At the moment, they are
being accommodated with regular women
entering the camp.

UASC TF



They have formalized the case of one separated
child in June
They have formalized the BID SOPS. The
document has been shared for endorsement
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Responsible Agency


Co-chairs



A 5 member delegation from Jordan (including
officials from FPD and Sharia courts) visited
Turkey to share Jordan’s experience on
alternative procedure for UASC.

Early and Forced Marriage TF




They will have a meeting today at UNICEF
They have finalized the survey to map different
interventions by agencies.
Exemption of marriages: registration has ended.





PSEA Network




Comprehensive
Child Focused
Assessment in



A 20 member focal point network was formed
this year to work on PSEA mechanisms. They
have so far developed and endorsed their TORs.
They met on 30 July where they finalized a
checklist which agencies will adopt when
developing or reviewing their internal
complaints mechanisms.






REACH made a presentation on two recently
finalized
comprehensive
child
focused
assessments in Zaatari and Azraq camps.
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Results of the survey will be shared
with SWG members after they are
analyzed.
TF members will share the numbers
of couples that have benefitted
from this exemption between May
and July 2015.



EFMTF
co-chairs



EFMTF
co-chairs

Checklist will be shared with
members
 UNHCR
There will be a discussion on
complaints mechanism in Zaatari
camp during the PWG meeting on
06
August.
Members
are
encouraged
to
attend
and
contribute
For more information on the UNICEF/REACH
assessments contact Erin Bishop



Zaatari and Azraq –
REACH and UNICEF

(erin.bishop@reach-initiative.org or
visit these links:

They shared key findings in WASH, education,
health, children with disabilities and youth.

Zaatari:
http://data.unhcr.org/syrianrefugees/down
load.php?id=9146
Azraq:
http://data.unhcr.org/syrianrefugees/down
load.php?id=9148
AOB

JRP



JRP will be a 3 year rolling plan from 2016-2018
There will be a workshop on this from 24-26
August in Amman organized by MOPIC
31 August –September 1, there will be a
planning meeting organized by UNDP and
UNHCR
Sector project sheets should be ready in the first
week of September



CP SWG group might call for an
adhoc meeting to discuss the JRP

Jordan Refugee Response Sector Co-ordination Survey



Agencies should prioritize this and
offer suggestions on how to improve
coordination within the SWG



Co-chairs plan to include them in the
next agenda if there is time.





The survey was launched on 03 August to evaluate
current coordination structures.
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CARE’s child protection programs: CARE communicated
that they are interested in making a presentation on
their child specific programs in the country.
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